
Slicing

PowerMax®3500
Advanced Slicing Technology for product control, better slice quality and higher yields.
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Easy-To-Use Graphical Interface 
The enhanced graphical interface gives 
you simplified organization and intuitive 
navigation, making it easier to use. 
The new, improved screen layouts are 
organized to give you quick access to 
key information.

Better product control gives you increased accuracy and higher yields.

Featured PowerMax®3500

Automated Cleanup Position and Open Design
PowerMax3500 has been designed for greater food safety and sanitation simplicity. 
The revolutionary safety laser scanner technology produces a more open and hygienic 
environment with minimal mechanical guards, allowing cleaning times to be kept to the 
absolute minimum. Servicing is simple, belting is easily removable, and machine cleaning 
can be performed quickly with just a few tools - all of this in a smaller effective footprint.

AccuPower® Independent Product Drives 
PowerMax3500 has patented independent drive 
technology with the option for up to three product 
drives, scales and classifiers. The AccuPower 
independent drives slice each individual log 
separately, adjusting the feed rate based on variations 
within each individual log to maintain tighter weight 
control of each portion. Variances in log lengths can 
also be accommodated within a given slicing load.

Center Rear Loading System
The center rear loading system can be loaded from the 
side or the back, giving you greater simplicity and speed. 
The lift system then pivots the product into the staging 
area just below the slicing grip line as the previous logs 
are finished being sliced. Once the slicing is complete and 
the grippers are retracted, the Formax lift-to-grip system 
quickly moves the logs into position, minimizing reload 
times and maximizing productivity.

Upper and Lower Infeed Drives
If you’re slicing large or heavy products, or soft 
delicate products, the upper and lower infeed 
drives will give you the support and control you 
need for optimum slice consistency. This creates accurate 
slicing, excellent slice integrity, and 
increased yields of 1-2%. 

Full 15” Throat 
PowerMax3500 offers the largest 
slicing throat in its class with 
a standard 6” x 15” (152mm x 
380mm) throat size or optional 
7” x 13” (178mm x 330mm). This 
allows more opportunities to 
take full advantage of up to three 
independent product drives to 
maximize productivity.

Formax Blade Technology 
Formax offers a wide range of blade 
profiles, edge serration patterns, and 
coatings to optimize slicing performance 
for virtually any slicing application. Slicing 
speeds are maximized, slice quality is 
enhanced, and crust freezing can often be 
eliminated. Formax blades are made from 
thicker material and undergo a proprietary 
14-step process to ensure longer overall
use and increased time between honings.

PowerMax®3500 is a mid-sized slicer with a measurable difference in capacity, accuracy and performance. 
The slicer features upper and lower infeed drives to fully control products of larger sizes and weights, offers 
a modular design that allows the system to be configured for single drive bulk slicing or more complex 
operations, and gives you the option of up to three AccuPower® Independent Product Drives. 
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PowerMax®3500 Technology provides a wide range of options and features.

AM2C®        Beehive®        Cashin®        Formax®        multitec™        TST™        Weiler®

North America
9150 191st Street, Mokena, Illinois 60448 USA
Tel: +1 708-479-3500   Fax: +1 708-479-3598  E-mail: formaxinfo@provisur.com 
  
Europe, Middle East and Africa  
Schipholweg 315, 1171 PL Badhoevedorp  
Tel: +31 (0)20 659 08 00   Fax: +31 (0)20 659 08 01  E-mail: eu.info@provisur.com

South America 
Alameda Venus, 289 American Park Empresarial NR, Indaiatuba, SP 13347-659 Brazil 
Tel: +55 (19) 3935-3177   Fax: +55 (19) 3936-2148  E-mail: sa.info@provisur.com 
 
Asia Pacific  
11th Floor, Thaniya Building (BTS Wing), 62 Silom Road, Bang Rak Bangkok 10500 Thailand 
Tel: +66 (0) 2652 3050 to 51  Fax: +66 (0) 2652 3052  E-mail: ap.info@provisur.com

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS APPLICATIONS

   Throat area (height x width)
   Standard - 6.0 x 15.0” (152mm x 380mm) •   Luncheon meat

•   Bacon

•   Cheese

•   Pepperoni

•   Sausage

   Optional - 7.0” x 13.0” (178mm x 330mm)

   Log length
   48” Standard Backclamp (1220mm)

   63” Optional Backclamp (1600mm)

   Blade speed    2000 rpm

   Product feed system
   Upper and lower infeed drives

   AccuPower Independent Drive System 

   Number of product feeds        Up to 3 independent drives

   Number of scales/classifiers    Up to 3 independent dynamic scales  
   and 3 classifiers

   Touch screen control      15” Color Screen (380mm)

Slicing and Loading Peripherals To Enhance Your Line

PowerMax line of slicers is fully compatible with the PowerScanner® and its sophisticated 3-D imaging technology for natural and irregularly 
shaped products. Multitec Autoloading Systems provide the vital link between the PowerMax slicer and your packaging equipment to automate 
portion handling and optimize line efficiencies.

119.31" [3031 MM]

85.23" [2165 MM]
CLEAN UP POSITION

51.89" [1318 MM]
LOAD HEIGHT

9.22" [234 MM]
±2.00" [50 MM]

21.26" [540 MM]

80.50" [2045 MM]
CENTERLINE OF LEGS

88.28" [2242 MM]

141.28" [3589 MM]

157.03" [3989 MM]

34.50" [876 MM]
SCALE CABINET

53.00" [1346 MM]

5.87" [149 MM]

42.24" [1073 MM]

66.41" [1687 MM]

62.44" [1586 MM]
OVERALL MACHINE WIDTH

34.00" [864 MM]
FRONT BASE WIDTH

16.26" [413 MM]

23.06" [586 MM]
REAR BASE WIDTH

14.01" [356 MM]

16.50" [419 MM]
OVERALL WIDTH

19.58" [497 MM]

4.75" [121 MM]
BELT WIDTH

44.19" [1122 MM]
SCALE CABINET WIDTH

Note: 
48" (1220mn) Backclamp  
Model Shown




